1. Choose the answer that is written correctly.
   A. The children cheered at the end of the game. Their team had won.
   B. The children cheered. At the end of the game. Their team had won.
   C. The children cheered at the end of the game and their team had won.
   D. The children cheered at the end. Of the game. Their team had won.

2. Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
   A. While he worked on the computer.
   B. On the computer Eric spends his time he likes to play.
   C. Eric spends his spare time playing on the computer.
   D. As Eric spent his vacation.

3. Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
   A. We study for.
   B. We studied for the exam my teacher told us to.
   C. The exam.
   D. My teacher insisted that we study for the exam.

4. Which answer best fits in the blank?
   The trash can will attract a lot of ____________ if you leave the lid off.
   A. flys
   B. flies
   C. flie's
   D. fly's
5. Which answer best fits in the blank?

A _____________ sword was found.

A. warrior  
B. warriors'  
C. warriors  
D. warrior's

6. Which answer best fits in the blank?

Nancy will carry her _____________ suitcase.

A. sister's  
B. sisters  
C. sisteres  
D. sister'

7. Choose the pronoun that goes in the blank.

The painting will be dry tomorrow. Then _____ can be taken home.

A. I  
B. you  
C. it  
D. we

8. Choose the sentence below that is incorrect.

A. He planned a party.  
B. We read quietly.  
C. She gave the book to us.  
D. The doctor weighs he.

9. Choose the pronoun that goes in the blank.

The glass fell off of the table. _____ broke when it hit the floor.

A. It  
B. He  
C. They  
D. I
10. Choose the answer that correctly combines the following underlined sentences.

Gilbert bought a car.
The car is small.
The car is green.

A. Gilbert bought a car it is green and small.
B. Small and green car Gilbert bought.
C. Gilbert bought a green car.
D. Gilbert bought a small green car.

11. Choose the answer that correctly combines the following underlined sentences.

Duke is lost in the forest.
J.J. is lost in the forest.
The forest is dark.

A. Duke and J.J. are lost in the forest it is dark.
B. Duke and J.J. are lost in the dark forest.
C. Duke and J.J. is lost in the forest.
D. Duke and J.J. are lost in the forest where it is dark.

12. Choose the answer that correctly combines the following underlined sentences.

The cat slept on the porch.
The dog slept on the porch.

A. The cat and the dog tried to sleep on the porch.
B. The cat slept on the porch.
C. The cat and dog slept on the porch.
D. The dog and cat are on the porch.

13. Choose the correct order for the following sentences.

1. Then pull any weeds.
2. Next, water the seeds each day.
3. First, plant the seeds in the shade.
4. The seeds will grow into pretty flowers.

A. 4 - 1 - 3 - 2
B. 2 - 3 - 1 - 4
C. 3 - 2 - 1 - 4
D. 1 - 3 - 2 - 4
14. Choose the correct order for the following sentences.

1. The rest of the time I will sleep.
2. I have many favorite shows to watch.
3. Then I will watch television all day!
4. There are five days until summer.

A. 4 - 3 - 2 - 1
B. 2 - 1 - 3 - 4
C. 3 - 2 - 1 - 4
D. 1 - 4 - 2 - 3

15. Choose the correct order for the following sentences.

1. While I was at the mall, I saw my friend Jonathan.
2. Jonathan was also looking for a birthday present for Linda.
3. This morning I went to the mall to buy Linda a birthday present.
4. We decided to shop for a present together.

A. 1 - 2 - 4 - 3
B. 3 - 4 - 2 - 3
C. 3 - 1 - 2 - 4
D. 4 - 1 - 2 - 3

16. Choose the word that best completes the sentence.

I _____________ that yesterday.

A. done
B. did
C. do
D. doing

17. Choose the word that best completes the sentence.

The best book in the series __________ the second one.

A. were
B. is
C. are
D. be
18. Choose the word that best completes the sentence.

Last week, we __________ at the beach.

A. were  
B. is  
C. are  
D. was

19. Choose the topic sentence that best fits the paragraph.

Swimmers wear them to protect their eyes from chlorine. Mechanics wear goggles to avoid getting dirt in their eyes. Children often wear goggles for fun.

A. Goggles are used for many different reasons.  
B. Goggles are useless.  
C. Skiers wear goggles to protect their eyes.  
D. Goggles are used for fun only.

20. Choose the topic sentence that best fits the paragraph.

Tepees were easy to put together, which made moving less difficult. Tepees could be taken apart and carried to the next campsite.

A. Native Americans hunted bison on the plains.  
B. Pioneers built cabins out of logs.  
C. Many Native American tribes used tepees for homes.  
D. Several Native American tribes lived in the west.

21. Choose the topic sentence that best fits the paragraph.

A koala looks like a bear, but a koala is a marsupial. A marsupial is an animal with a pouch. A koala baby lives in its mother's pouch for several months after it is born. Inside the pouch a baby koala can drink its mother's milk and keep warm.

A. Koalas live on the continent of Australia.  
B. A koala is not a bear.  
C. Koalas live in trees and eat only gum and eucalyptus leaves.  
D. A newborn koala is only one inch long.
22. Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
   A. That there Jesse be a great basketball player.
   B. That Jesse, he are a great basketball player.
   C. That great basketball player were Jesse.
   D. Jesse is a great basketball player.

23. Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
   A. We will not go to the movies tonight.
   B. We ain't going to the movies tonight.
   C. We not be going to the movies tonight.
   D. We not never going to the movies tonight.

24. Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
   A. This here book is interesting.
   B. This book be interesting.
   C. This book is interesting.
   D. That there book is interesting.

25. Choose the best sentence.
   A. A tomato ain't no vegetable.
   B. A tomato is not a vegetable.
   C. A tomato is not no vegetable.
   D. A tomato is no vegetable.

   A. Jogging is more hard than walking.
   B. Jogging is more harder than walking.
   C. Jogging is harder than walking.
   D. Jogging is hardest than walking.

27. Choose the best sentence.
   A. Alice she thought the game was on Saturday.
   B. Alice thought the game was on Saturday.
   C. Alice she thought the game be on Saturday.
   D. The game is on Saturday Alice thought.
28. Which sentence does not contain capitalization errors?

A. Colleen's Teacher's name is Mrs. Johnson.
B. colleen's teacher's name is mrs. johnson.
C. Colleen's teacher's name is Mrs. Johnson.
D. Colleen's Teacher's name is mrs. Johnson.

29. Which part of the sentence has a capitalization error?

Steve won the | contest. The prize | is a free trip | to boston.

A. Steve won the
B. contest. The prize
C. is a free trip
D. to boston.

30. Which part of the sentence has a capitalization error?

Helen drove | Her car from | Texas to Alabama.

A. Helen drove
B. Her car
C. from Texas to Alabama.
D. none of the above

31. Complete the sentence with the correct punctuation and capitalization.

How far are we from ______________

A. Florida.
B. florida?
C. Florida?
D. florida!

32. In the following sentence, which part has incorrect punctuation?

They can go to the carnival, but, first they must clean up.

A. They can go
B. to the carnival,
C. but, first they
D. must clean up.
33. In the following sentence, which part has incorrect punctuation?

We went to Captain Franklin's house for dinner last night.

A. We went to  
B. Captain Franklin's  
C. house for  
D. dinner last night.

34. Choose the answer that shows the best punctuation for the underlined part.

No I'm not going to the beach.

A. No I'm  
B. No, I'm  
C. No Im  
D. No: I'm

35. Choose the answer that shows the best punctuation for the underlined part.

On Monday, December 5 1998 the family threw the party.

A. December 5 1998.  
B. December 5, 1998,  
C. December 5, 1998  
D. December 5; 1998

36. Choose the answer that shows the best punctuation for the underlined part.

Hope asked, "May I please have a cookie."

A. cookie."  
B. cookie"  
C. cookie?"  
D. cookie?

37. How can the error in this sentence be fixed?

Seriously; I would love to go the party with you, but I can't.

A. Change the semicolon to a colon.  
B. Remove the word "but."  
C. Remove the word "would."  
D. Change the semicolon to a comma.
38. Which of the following sentences is punctuated correctly?

A. The following items will be required at camp- sleeping bag, tent, hiking shoes, and compass.
B. The following items will be required at camp: sleeping bag, tent, hiking shoes, and compass.
C. The following items will be required at camp, sleeping bag, tent, hiking shoes, and compass.
D. The following items will be required at camp; sleeping bag, tent, hiking shoes, and compass.

39. Which of the following sentences is punctuated correctly?

A. I have cousins in Frankfort, Kentucky, Portland, Oregon, and Sacramento, California.
B. I have cousins in Frankfort, Kentucky- Portland, Oregon- and Sacramento, California.
C. I have cousins in Frankfort, Kentucky; Portland, Oregon; and Sacramento, California.
D. I have cousins in Frankfort, Kentucky: Portland, Oregon: and Sacramento, California.